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‘word listening produces a phoneme specific activation of speech motor centres’ (Fadiga et al.
2002)
‘Phonemes that require in production a strong
activation of tongue muscles, automatically produce, when heard, an activation of the listener’s motor centres controlling tongue muscles.’ (Fadiga et al. 2002)
The Double Life of Motor Representation Motor
representations concerning a particular type of
action are involved not only in performing an
action of that type but also sometimes in observing one. That is, if you were to observe Ayesha
reach for, grasp, transport and then place a pen,
motor representations would occur in you much
like those that would also occur in you if it were
you—not Ayesha—who was doing this.
Evidence for the double life:
1. Single cell recordings in nonhuman primates
show that, for each of several types of action,
there are populations of neurons that discharge
both when an action of this type is performed
and when one is observed (di Pellegrino et al.
1992; Gallese et al. 1996; Fogassi et al. 2005).
2. In humans, enhancing motor activation during action observation can produce patterns of

muscle activation in the observer similar to
those in the agent (Fadiga et al. 1995).
3. Behaviourally, observing one action sometimes interferes with the simultaneous performance of a second action in much the way that
performing the first action oneself would (Kilner
et al. 2003). All of this and more shows that motor representations sometimes occur in action
observation (for reviews, see Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia 2008, 2010).
Sometimes motor representations concerning
particular observed actions influence thoughts
about to which goals those actions are directed
(Casile & Giese 2006; Beets et al. 2010).
It is not just your long-term expertise but also
the occurrence of motor representations in observation that matters for making judgements
about goals. Evidence: a temporary lesion to a
motor area of your brain involved in planning
and performing actions will affect your ability
to make judgements about goals but not body
parts; whereas a temporary lesion to an area
involved in higher-order visual processing will
have the converse effect (compare Urgesi et al.
2007). Permanent lesions have similar effects
(Pazzaglia et al. 2008).
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